Abstract-Data-flow models ease the task of constructing feasible schedules of computations and communications of high-assurance embedded applications. One key and open issue is how to schedule data-flow graphs so as to minimize the buffering of data and reduce end-to-end latency. Most of the proposed techniques in that respect are based on either static or data-driven scheduling. This paper looks at the problem in a different way by considering priority-driven preemptive scheduling theory of periodic tasks to execute a data-flow program.
I. INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems are playing a crucial role in our life; they are used in chemical and nuclear plants, aircraft flight control systems, military systems, etc. The key properties of such systems are functional determinism and schedule feasibility. Functional determinism means that, for a given set of inputs, the system will always produce the same set of outputs. Schedule feasibility means that the system will meet its deadlines even in the worst-case scenario. Ensuring those properties is difficult in case shared-memory and traditional lock-based mutual exclusion protocols are used for concurrency control. We propose to investigate a data-flow concurrency model in order to exclude potential for concurrency errors and race conditions. Furthermore, the concurrency model we propose aims at simplifying the task of synthesizing feasible schedules.
In that application and for this aim, data-flow graphs offer simple modeling concepts to ease the engineering of software and hardware architectures by waiving the burden of explicitly specifying schedules for computations and communications thanks to automated synthesis techniques that can be developed in that framework [1] . A data-flow graph models a program by a set of actors communicating through one-to-one FIFO channels. Hence, concurrency can be implemented without explicit synchronization mechanisms and data races can be avoided at compile-time. Previous experiments with data-flow modeling for real-time Java with StreamFlex [2] and FlexoTask [3] demonstrated its potential to assist software engineering of safety critical applications with automated code generation techniques. Case studies additionally helped to learn the need for a precise semantic and an analytic framework to precisely determine the size of communication channels between tasks and to decide schedule feasibility.
In its seminal paper [4] , Kahn provided a denotational semantics of data-flow programs and showed under which conditions a network of stream processes (so-called KPN) is deterministic regardless of the way communications and computations are scheduled (i.e. in a latency-insensitive manner). Any implementation strategy of KPNs must obey a Kahn semantics [5] regardless of the chosen static, datadriven, or demand-driven scheduling policy. In a data-driven scheduling policy, an actor executes whenever enough tokens are available on its input ports. In a demand-driven scheduling policy, an actor executes when its outputs are needed by another actor. Those scheduling policies tend to complicate the schedulability analysis.
We consider a model of Affine Data-Flow (ADF) graphs in which each actor consists of a set of input and output ports, and ports are connected to each other via one-to-one FIFO channels. An actor is associated with an activation clock and executes at each clock tick. Any pair of clocks in the network can be related by an affine function. By proving that our model of computation conforms to a Kahn semantics, we ensure functional determinism. In addition, this model makes schedulability analysis straightforward by using real-time scheduling theory.
Related Work
Special cases of KPNs that can be executed with bounded channels have been extensively studied, especially for cyclostatic data-flow (CSDF) graphs [6] and synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs [7] : two well-known frameworks for embedded system design. Actors in a SDF graph consume and produce a fixed number of tokens on a given port each time they are executed. In the CSDF model, this number of tokens changes from one time to another in a cyclic manner. A comparison between SDF and CSDF can be found in [8] . As a generalization of those models, we study a more expressive class of data-flow graphs, where the number of processed tokens is described by an ultimately periodic sequence.
Minimization of buffering requirements in (C)SDF graphs under throughput constraints has been addressed in previous works [9] - [11] . In [10] , authors present a polynomial heuristic that computes static-periodic schedules of actors under throughput constraints in order to minimize buffer capacities. However, the algorithm does not construct a global and unique schedule of actors since it results on as much schedules of an actor as its adjacent buffers. This problem was tackled in [11] .
In a way akin to related works, one of our goals is to minimize the size of communication buffers, but our approach explores a new path which differs in three respects. (1) The computed buffer capacities are machine-independent: they are based on symbolic affine schedules of the dataflow graph. (2) We target classical priority-driven scheduling policies such as Rate-Monotonic (RM) and Earliest-Deadline First (EDF) scheduling policies: we guarantee schedulability conditions under each of these policies by synthesizing the appropriate timing characteristics of actors (i.e. periods and phases) in a way that maximizes processor utilization. (3) We provide more freedom when writing the implementation code of actors: we do not make any assumption on which order an actor produces and consumes tokens, i.e. an actor can consume and produce tokens whenever it wants. This freedom comes at the price of a more conservative analysis.
In [12] , the EDF scheduling theory is applied to a subset of the Processing Graph model (PGM). Compared to our work, the data-flow model in [12] imposes the following restrictions: data-flows must form acyclic connected graphs, a constant amount of data can be processed at each execution step, tokens are written/read atomically, and consumption takes place after production. In addition, the semantic model is data-driven, i.e. an actor executes whenever the numbers of accumulated tokens on channels exceed some given thresholds. Therefore, an actor cannot be modeled by a periodic task. Hence, instead of using a periodic task model, the RBE task model was used [13] , where scheduling analysis is done according to a processor demand approach. However, this results in a more costly pseudo-polynomial complexity than with the processor utilization approach we adopt.
Finally, the work presented in [14] is closely related to our approach in that data-flow graphs are scheduled as periodic task systems. However, the proposed method applies to acyclic connected CSDF graphs, and the computed buffer capacities are machine-dependent. Also, the graphs are scheduled on multi-processor systems, but our approach can be easily extended to that case by only changing the bound on the processor utilization factor in the schedulability test.
Safety-Critical Java
This paper shows how to automatically generate a SafetyCritical Java (SCJ) application from a data-flow specification. In this context, the choice of SCJ [15] is justified by the built-in priority-driven preemptive scheduler of its virtual machine. The SCJ specification is a domain-specific API of Java that aims at the development of qualified safetycritical applications. To better meet domain-specific safety requirements, the SCJ specification defines three levels of compliance, each with a different model of concurrency, each aiming at applications of specific criticality. In this paper, we focus on Level 1 SCJ, where the scheduler obeys a priority-driven preemptive policy. A Level 1 SCJ program is organized as a sequence of missions. A mission starts in an initialization phase during which a set of schedulable objects (i.e. periodic and aperiodic event handlers) are created. These objects are released during the mission execution phase, and terminated during the cleanup phase. A schedulable object is a bounded asynchronous event handler defined by a computation logic and some scheduling constraints. The computation logic is implemented in the handleAsyncEvent() method which is executed every time the schedulable object is released. A simple example of SCJ applications is the miniCDj benchmark [16] . In this paper, we more specifically focus on uniprocessor systems with periodic event handlers (PEHs) and propose to map each actor in the specification to a PEH in the implementation.
Plan
The paper is organized as follows. The affine data-flow model is presented in Section II. Section III outlines the three important analyses of ADF graphs, namely consistency, overflow, and underflow analyses. Section IV describes the synthesis of affine relations and the timing synthesis algorithm. By applying those algorithms on the MP3 playback case study from [9] - [11] , we investigate their accuracy in Section V. We then present the SCJ code generated for that application before concluding in Section VI.
II. AFFINE DATA-FLOW GRAPHS
An affine data-flow graph is a disconnected directed graph of actors. An actor consists of a set of input ports, a set of output ports, and a firing function. Output ports are connected to input ports via one-to-one FIFO channels. Each actor in the graph is associated with an activation clock( an infinite ordered set of ticks). Actor fires at every tick , and the execution of its firing function must terminate before the subsequent tickˆ+ 1 . So, scheduling of actors is neither data-driven nor demand-driven, but it will be timetriggered. The activation clocks are manipulated as abstract clocks, i.e. the actual duration between two successive ticks does not matter and it is not assumed to be constant. Later in this section, we will specify some relations between activation clocks.
Self loops are authorized in the graphs because they fit naturally in a Kahn semantics [4] , [17] . They allow modeling of local variables, however they enforce a precedence relationship between successive firings of an actor, i.e. an actor fires only after termination of the previous firing. This will ensure proper state updates. In the subsequent, we will omit self loops from the graphs since we have already imposed the precedence relationship between successive firings.
An actor is usually constrained, for example in [9] - [11] , to read all the required data before executing the firing function and to write the results only after the execution finishes. We get rid of this constraint in the ADF model, i.e. an actor may consume and produce tokens whenever it wants. The rational behind this choice is to give the designer more freedom when writing the Java implementation code of the firing functions. This freedom, however, comes at the price of a conservative analysis.
The numbers of tokens consumed or produced during firings are indicated by some functions called amplitude functions.
Definition 1 (Amplitude function). An amplitude function, associated with port , is a bounded integer function
During its th firing, an actor consumes ( ) tokens from every input port , and produces ( ) tokens on every output port . Amplitude functions must be bounded, otherwise the network of actors cannot be a KPN [17] . An amplitude function is static in the sense that the number of consumed or produced tokens is data-independent (it has a unique argument: its firing count ).
Two activation clocks can be related by a firing relation that expresses the rate of activation of an actor relative to another. Firing relations describe an abstract scheduling of the data-flow graph and can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 2 (firing relation). A firing relation between two actors
and is defined by two monotonic functions:
is the number of activations of (resp. ) that happened before the ℎ activation of (resp. ).
The two monotonic functions must be consistent with each other, i.e.
As said before, the durations between ticks do not matter; the most important is the relative positioning of ticks. In Figure 1 , ℛ , 1 (0) = 1 which means that actor 1 is activated one time before the 0 ℎ activation of actor (i.e. beforeˆ0). Note that ℛ , 1 is equivalent to ℛ , 2 but ℛ 1 , (6) ∕ = ℛ 2 , (6) . Indeed,ˆ2 is synchronous with the 5 ℎ activation of 1 but not with that of 2 . Hence, we need two functions to describe a firing relation. A firing relation must exist between every two adjacent actors in the data-flow graph. However, one may impose further firing relations between unconnected actors. Our aim is to synthesize all the necessary firing relations in accordance with user-imposed functional and temporal requirements.
A. Correctness of the implementation strategy
In this subsection and in order to guarantee functional determinism, we investigate whether our Model of Computation (MoC) conforms to a Kahn semantics or not. The implementation strategy (i.e. the way data-flows are implemented) is correct if it satisfies the following three correctness criteria [5] : boundedness, completeness, and soundness.
Boundedness:
The implementation strategy is bounded if it produces a bounded execution whenever this latter exists. A bounded execution is such that the number of unconsumed tokens in every internal channel and at every execution step cannot exceed a constant bound. Let = ( , ) be a channel that connects the output port of an actor to the input port of an actor . It has a size equal to ℎ( ) and may be initialized by¯tokens. Boundedness implies that if the producer fires times and the consumer fires ′ times, then the number of accumulated tokens on channel is less or equal to ℎ( ). Certainly, and ′ must be related by a firing relation between and (see Section III-B for details).
Let us define a new integer function such that
( ). This function denotes the total amount of consumed or produced tokens on port until the ℎ firing of the actor. So, boundedness means that for every channel = ( , ) we have that,
An overflow exception will be thrown when an actor attempts to write to a full channel. If we prove statically that Equation 2 is satisfied, then we guarantee that the execution of the data-flow graph will be free from overflow exceptions. The overflow analysis is presented in details in Section III. Completeness: It means that the stream produced incrementally on each output channel converges to the stream specified by the denotational semantics. Completeness implies that no process may starve. In our MoC, a process (constructed from successive firings of an actor) cannot starve because its corresponding actor fires infinitely according to its activation clock which is an infinite set of ticks. However, the execution is not complete if a memory exception is thrown. Overflow exceptions are excluded by Equation 2 , and in order to exclude underflow exceptions (i.e. when an actor attempts to read from an empty channel), we have to ensure that: for every channel = ( , ), if the consumer fires ′ times and the producer fires times, then the number of accumulated tokens on channel cannot be negative. Again, here, ′ and are related by a firing relation (see Section III-C for details). Formally,
It is worth mentioning that Equation 3 may reject some data-flow graphs. In fact, if there is a (partial) deadlock in a graph according to the Kahn blocking read semantics, then its execution may cause an underflow exception. Soundness: The stream produced on each output is a prefix of the stream specified by the denotational semantics. This requirement is clearly satisfied in our MoC.
B. Classes of amplitude functions
If all the amplitude functions are constant (i.e. ∀ ∈ ℕ, ( ) = such that is a port), then the unclocked version of the graph is a SDF graph [7] .
If all the amplitude functions are periodic (i.e. ∃ ∈ ℕ + ∀ ∈ ℕ, ( ) = ( + ) such that is a port), then the unclocked version of the graph is a CSDF graph [6] .
In this paper, we define a more general class of amplitude functions: ultimately periodic functions (i.e. ∃ ∈ ℕ + ∃ ∈ ℕ ∀ ≥ , ( ) = ( + ) such that is a port). For conciseness, we use ultimately periodic sequences (defined below) to denote those amplitude functions.
Definition 3 (Ultimately periodic sequence). Let ∈ ℕ be an infinite integer sequence. The sequence is ultimately periodic if and only if it is composed of a prefix ∈ ℕ *
followed by a sequence ∈ ℕ * repeated infinitely. When this is the case, we write = ( ).
So,
= ( ) means that:
If
∈ ℕ * is a finite integer sequence, then | | denotes its length and || || denotes the sum of its elements. For an amplitude function denoted by an ultimately periodic sequence ( ), we impose that || || > 0.
In the following sections, we will perform our analyses on data-flow graphs with ultimately periodic amplitude functions. We generally manipulate function instead of . Since is a bounded integer function, we can over-and under-approximate by linear bounds. If = ( ), then we can find 1 
Example 1. The input port of actor 2 in Figure 2 is associated with an amplitude function = 2, 0, 1(2, 1, 0, 2).
The linear lower bound of is ( ) = 
C. Affine relations
Our data-flow graphs will be executed on one processor with a priority-driven preemptive scheduler. Each actor is implemented as a periodic task with a period, a phase, and a deadline equal to the period.
Let and be two actors. Actor has a period of 25 ms, while actor has a period of 15 ms and a phase of 30 ms. Figure 3 shows the absolute release times of and . So, the ℎ release of occurs at 25 ms, while the ′ ℎ release of occurs at 15 ′ + 30 ms. If we ignore the actual duration between releases, we obtain a firing relation between actors and . The process of going from a physical time to a logical one is called time abstraction. In the following, we will define a special class of firing relations called affine relations that allows abstracting periodic releases of tasks. However, affine relations are more expressive since the duration between ticks of clocks is not necessarily constant. [18] , an affine transformation of parameters ( , , ) −→ . We have that:
Definition 4 (Affine relation). As defined in
The sign ⌈ ⌉ refers to the smallest integer not less than . Parameters and are strictly positive integers while can be negative. When defined as before, functions ℛ , and ℛ , satisfy all conditions of a firing relation. Figure 3 can be considered as a (25, 30, 15)−affine relation between and , but also as a (5, 6, 3)−affine relation. So, many affine transformations can refer to the same firing relation. Thus, we will use the canonical form of affine relations presented in [18] . For an ( , , )−affine relation such that = gcd( , ), there exists a canonical form CF defined as follows:
III. ANALYSIS OF ADF GRAPHS
The input to our analysis is a data-flow graph, such as the one depicted in Figure 2 . The static analyses, which guarantee correct execution of the graph, check its consistency, and overflow and underflow freedom. All the theoretical results of this section are used in our algorithms, presented in Section IV.
A. Consistency analysis
If we synthesize each affine relation independently of the others, then the graph may be inconsistent. Indeed, assume that , , and are three actors connected to each other by channels. Using the boundedness criterion (defined later in this section), we may find that
−→ (7, 3 ,5) −→ . Those three relations are inconsistent, because for three activations of there are two activations of , for two activations of there are five activations of , but for five activations of there are seven activations of and not three.
Proposition 1. The graph is consistent if for every
−→ 0 in the graph, we have that:
proof: Let us put = (
). It is worth mentioning again that we do not make any assumption on which order an actor, in the ADF model, consumes and produces its tokens. In the absence of any knowledge on its source code, our solution is to perform a conservative analysis based on the worst-case scenarios.
For the overflow analysis, the worst-case scenario occurs when consumption happens at the end of firings (i.e. just before the next tick), while production happens at the beginning. For the underflow analysis, the worst-case scenario is when the production happens at the end of firings, while consumption happens at the beginning.
The drawback of this conservative approach is that it increases the required buffer sizes; nevertheless it provides complete freedom when writing the implementation code of actors. Additionally, it relieves us from performing a causality analysis to detect cycles, because the tokens produced by an actor on a given firing cannot be involved in the construction of its consumed tokens at the same firing.
B. Overflow analysis
No overflow over a channel = ( , ) between the ( , , )-affine-related actors and means that ∀( , 
. Since tends to infinity, it is a requirement for an execution free of overflows and underflows that equals zero. Consequently, the boundedness criterion is:
C. Underflow analysis
The underflow analysis is (roughly) a dual of the overflow analysis. No underflow over the channel means that 3 , we obtain the following linear constraint:
IV. ALGORITHMS
The input to our algorithm is a data-flow graph in which each actor is associated with a worst-case execution time WCET( ), and each port is associated with an ultimately periodic sequence. One may also explicitly specify additional information like channel sizes, incomplete affine relations, periods of actors, bounds on periods, etc. The algorithm proceeds in three following steps.
A. Step 1: Consistency verification
We start by performing an abstraction of the specified timing characteristics (user-imposed timing requirements): if the periods of two actors and are imposed then we add an incomplete affine relation between them. Incomplete affine relation means that its parameter is undetermined. Parameters and of that relation are deduced from equation = where is the period of actor . For each channel in the graph, if an incomplete affine relation is (explicitly) specified between the producer and the consumer, then we use Equation 8 to verify the channel's boundedness; otherwise we compute and of the affine relation. After computing all the possible incomplete affine relations, we use Equation 5 to check the consistency of every fundamental cycle in the graph of affine relations.
B. Step 2: Synthesis of affine relations
We provide two solutions for computing the parameter of every incomplete affine relation in the graph in such a way we minimize the sum of channel sizes. One is exact but enumerative; the other is faster but approximate.
An enumerative solution:
This exact solution is used to investigate the accuracy of the other solution. Let and be two ( , , )−affine-related actors such that is undetermined and gcd( , ) = 2. Parameter can be any integer value that satisfies consistency constraints (Equation 6 ). This means that if that relation is not involved in any fundamental cycle, then is chosen independently from the other relations (like in the case of the MP3 playback application, Section V). Therefore, it is sufficient to choose a value that minimizes the sum of capacities of channels between and . It is worth remembering that if a channel is going from to , then we have to reverse the affine relation. We can deduce from Equations 7 and 9 that lim
This indicates that the best value of is in the neighborhood of 0.
In the following, we show how to compute the minimum size of a channel = ( , ) and the minimum number of its initial tokens assuming a complete ( , , )−affine relation. Let us take = 1 ( 1 ) and = 2 ( 2 ).
Proposition 3. The computation is limited to
Proof: We know that the minimum pattern in an affine relation consists of ′ = gcd( , ) ticks ofˆand ′ = gcd( , ) ticks ofˆ. To restrict the computation to a finite number of ticks, we have to repeat the minimum pattern in a coherent way with the amplitude functions; i.e. we must have
In the same way, | 2 | | ′ implies that is a multiple of
. Therefore, the minimum value of is equal to lcm(
. Example 2. In Figure 5 , actors and are (4, 5, 6)-affinerelated. The output port is associated with = 3, 1(0, 1), while the input port is associated with = 2 (1, 1, 1, 0) . The boundedness criterion is satisfied in this case. The computation is limited to = 2 pattern instances of the affine relation as depicted in the figure. 1 is the number of tokens in the channel (¯is assumed to be 0) w.r.t. the underflow worst-case scenario. If min 1 < 0, then¯must be equal to (− min 1 ) to guarantee that no underflow exception occurs during execution. 2 is the number of tokens in the channel (¯is computed before) w.r.t. the overflow worst-case scenario. The minimum channel size is max 2 . k=2 pattern instances Figure 5 . Computation of the minimum size of a buffer and the minimum number of its initial tokens.
An approximate solution:
This solution consists in generating an integer linear program (ILP) for which the solution determines of every incomplete ( , , )−affine relation, and ℎ( ) and¯of every channel .
For every channel = ( , ) between two actors and , we generate the following linear constraints. The first batch of generated constraints consists of 0 ≤¯≤ ℎ( ) and ℎ( ) ≥ , where is the maximum element of . If ℎ( ) and/or¯are user-imposed, then we have to use constant values instead. Secondly, we generate two additional constraints, one for the overflow condition (Equation 7) and the other for the underflow condition (Equation 9). Next, for every fundamental cycle in the graph of affine relations, we shall generate a linear constraint for its consistency condition (Equation 6 ).
The objective function of the ILP is to minimize the sum of buffer sizes. Notice that sizes of tokens may be different from one channel to another. If the linear program has a solution, then we are able to find all the complete affine relations. The channel sizes and the numbers of initial tokens obtained by the solution are not accurate. Therefore, we use the verification method described in the enumerative solution to compute the minimum size and the minimum number of initial tokens of each channel.
C. Step 3: Timing synthesis
While the previous step computes an abstract affine schedule of the data-flow graph, timing synthesis further aims at computing a concrete schedule. Indeed, the abstract schedule can be implemented as a static schedule or a dynamic one. Assuming a priority-driven preemptive scheduling policy, this step tries to define the period and the phase of each actor in a way that respects the affine relations and ensures schedulability.
Each actor is mapped to a periodic task which has a period ≥ WCET( ), a phase ≥ 0, and a relative deadline equal to its period. Those timing characteristic are assumed to be integers.
If actors and are ( , , )-affine-related, then the time concretization of the affine relation is given by the following linear constraints:
In words, concretization of affine relations imposes constant time intervals between the ticks of every activation clock.
Let be the connectivity graph of the data-flow network. is an undirected graph where vertices are actors and edges represent affine relations. Those relations are computed based on the channel boundedness criterion (Steps 1 and 2 ), but can also be given by the designer or deduced from userimposed periods of actors (Step 1). First of all, we extract all the connected components of . For every actor in a connected component , we have that = * such that , ∈ ℕ + , gcd( , ) = 1, and * is the period of a fixed actor in . Since periods are integers, * must be a multiple of lcm{ | ∈ }. In addition, a constraint like − = implies that ∈ ℤ. In summary, * must be a multiple of some integer . From the worst-case execution times and bounds on periods, we compute a lower bound inf and an upper bound sup of * , respectively; i.e. inf ≤ * ≤ sup . If the user imposes a period of an actor in , then * can be easily found, and it has to respect the previous constraints: i.e. inf ≤ * = * ≤ sup . In this case, we say that is solved. There is at most one solved connected component. Algorithm 1 aims to solve the remaining ones.
The most famous priority-driven scheduling algorithms are the EDF and the RM algorithms. Their scheduling analysis for a mono-processor system can be performed by just checking a schedulability condition. For a set of periodic tasks, the processor utilization factor is given by ∑ WCET( ) . The task set is EDF-schedulable on one > avg, then we are obliged to take * to be the maximum. Iterating over in the decreasing order of helps to increase the total .
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We now apply our algorithms to determine the periods and phases of actors and the buffer capacities and their number of initial tokens in an MP3 playback application. We consider the same MP3 playback CSDF model, depicted in Figure 6 , which was used in many works [9] - [11] . Unlike these related works, we do not add reverse edges to model bounded buffers. Our algorithms can be applied on a CSDF model because this latter is a subclass of an unclocked ADF model. In the MP3 playback application, the MP3 task decodes a compressed audio stream to a 48 kHz audio sample stream which is next converted by the Sample Rate Converter (SRC) task to a 44.1 kHz stream. This stream is converted to an analogue signal by the Digital-Analogue Converter (DAC) task after its perceived quality is enhanced by the Audio Post-Processing (APP) task.
In both [10] and [11] , the MP3 actor has five different firing functions (called phases) in correspondence with its amplitude function. Unlike with our algorithms, related tech- for every ∈ do 7: if > avg then 8: = − ; 9: if < 0 then the task set is infeasible; exit; niques do not impose periodic releases of the actor but periodic releases of its phases. We take WCET(MP3) to be equal to max WCETs(MP3) = max{670, 2700, 720, 2700, 720} = 2700 . Both the APP and DAC actors have a worst-case execution time equal to 22 . Table I shows the sum of the buffer sizes for different execution times of the SRC actor assuming that all tokens have the same size. SumF is the sum obtained when using the ILP synthesis of affine relations, while SumE is the sum obtained by the enumerative solution.
For the MP3 playback application, the difference between SumF and SumE is 540 and which is acceptable w.r.t the numbers in the amplitude functions. Confirmed by the results, we recall that the computed sizes do not depend on the worst-execution time of actors, unlike the results of [10] and [11] . Indeed, our analysis instead computes the affine relations between actors according to the amplitude functions associated with ports. Then, the channel sizes are induced from those affine relations which makes them independent from either the target machine or the implementation code of actors. The implementation characteristics are included only in the timing synthesis step. As one can notice, SumE is worse than the sum obtained in related works. This was expected since we do not make any assumption on how the implementation code is written. Table II shows the periods and phases of actors which satisfy either the EDF or the RM schedulability tests when WCET(SRC)=2.5 ms. The processor utilization factor will be 99.96% in the EDF case and 75.66% in the RM case. It is not possible to schedule the application on one processor (using EDF or RM scheduler) and have the frequency of the digital-analogue converter equal to 44.1kHz unless we use a more powerful processor.
A. Automatic SCJ code generation
This subsection describes how to synthesize a SCJ application from a data-flow specification. The user has to provide the Java code of firing functions in which the set() and get() methods are applied on ports in order to produce and consume one token, respectively. To perform our analysis, we first need to infer the amplitude function associated with each port from the Java code. This step is not yet implemented; therefore we suppose that amplitude functions are given as a part of the data-flow specification.
The SCJ application consists of one (so-called) mission. Every actor in the graph is implemented as a PEH registered to that mission. The handleAsyncEvent() methods are generated from the firing functions by substituting calls for set() and get() as described in the subsequent paragraph. For a fixed-priority SCJ scheduler, the timing parameters of PEHs are set as computed by the timing synthesis algorithm (RM case). Priorities of PEHs are set according to the rate monotonic politics, i.e. the shorter the period is, the higher is the actor's priority. Listing 1 shows a fragment of the SCJ code generated from the MP3 playback graph.
PEHs communicate through channels, which are instantiated in the mission memory since each PEH has a private memory workspace. A channel = ( , ) is implemented as a cyclic array of a fixed size ℎ( ). The instruction x.set(v) will be substituted in the implementation by {C [ic] =v; ic=(ic+1)%h(c); } such that ic is an additional local variable in the producer. Calls for the get() method are substituted in a similar way. Our analysis guarantees that neither an overflow nor an underflow exception will be thrown during execution; hence there is no need for synchronization protocols to access the array. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Through a MoC based on activation clocks and affine relations, we have shown the necessary conditions for executions of data-flow graphs to be free of overflow and underflow exceptions over communication channels. We also presented an algorithm that, using integer linear programming, computes a symbolic affine schedule of a graph in a way that minimizes the buffering requirements and ensures the execution correctness. This schedule is independent from the target machine and the implementation code of actors. Unlike related works, we do not constraint actors to consume all their tokens before executing their firing functions and to write their results at the end. This choice led to a conservative analysis but gave more freedom when writing the Java implementation code of firing functions.
We presented a timing synthesis algorithm that concretizes the affine schedule, i.e. assigns a period and a phase to each actor so that the set of actors becomes schedulable on a uniprocessor system with an EDF or RM scheduler. The algorithm aims to maximize the processor utilization factor, and allows the user to impose upper bounds on periods or to define some of them.
Finally, we showed, through an example, how the SCJ implementation code of an application could be automatically generated from its data-flow specification. Future work will consider timing synthesis for multi-processor systems and attempt to increase the expressiveness of the ADF model.
